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新北市立板橋高中 108學年度第二學期高一英文第二次期中考 

第一部分：單選題 

一、聽力測驗 (15%) 
Part 1: Picture Questions 
Look at each picture and answer the question. 

1. 2. 3. 

 
Part 2: Best Response Questions 
Listen to the question or statement and choose the best response. 
(  ) 4. (A) It costs $5.95 plus tax. 
  (B) There’s a burger, fries, and a drink. 
  (C) Well, it’s very popular with customers. 
  (D) I don’t know what it tastes like. 
 
(  ) 5. (A) Yeah. A few more or less makes no difference. 
  (B) True. At least 100 are needed for a flight. 
  (C) Yes. More can fit, but not comfortably. 
  (D) Right. No more than 100 are allowed. 
 
(  ) 6. (A) Yes. Taking bus is a better choice. 
  (B) I know. I’ll need it to get around. 
  (C) That’s OK. I don’t have a car anyway. 
  (D) In that case, should I ride a bike instead? 
 
(  ) 7. (A) Yes, there are a lot of foreign students here. 
  (B) Yes, I heard that tourists like to visit Taipei City. 
  (C) Yes, we buy lots of clothes from China and India. 
  (D) Yes, the fruit we grow here is sent to other countries. 

Part 3: Conversation Questions 
Listen to each conversation and answer the question. 
(  ) 8. (A) He has a lot of bad luck. 
  (B) He has a really rough day. 
  (C) He doesn’t tell the truth sometimes. 
  (D) He always solves his problems himself. 
 
(  ) 9. (A) Being a nurse is a lot of work. 
  (B) She has an emergency at home. 
  (C) He knows a great nurse. 
  (D) He hasn’t decided on what to do. 
 
(  ) 10. (A) They’re in Paris. 
  (B) They’re in a coffee shop. 
  (C) They’re at work. 
  (D) They’re at Susan’s house. 
 
(  ) 11. (A) He’s the choice they can’t afford. 
  (B) He’s excellent at photography. 
  (C) He’s the person she’d like to hire. 
  (D) He’s an ordinary photographer. 
 
(  ) 12. (A) Do exercise every day. 
  (B) Get more sleep at night. 
  (C) Eat more things like meat and eggs. 
  (D) Spend more time with his family. 
 
Part 4: Short Talk Questions 
Listen to the following paragraph and answer the questions. 
(  ) 13. (A) It was constructed by the sea. 
  (B) It is high in the mountains. 
  (C) It was built under sea level. 
  (D)  It is located next to Spain. 
 
(  ) 14. (A) A place to worship ancient gods. 
  (B) A place for Spanish soldiers to relax. 
  (C) A place to keep foreign prisoners. 
  (D) A place for royal members to stay. 
 
(  ) 15. (A) Foreign diseases. 
  (B) The results of war. 
  (C) Natural disasters. 
  (D) The death of a king. 
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二、綜合測驗 (22%) 

16-22為題組 

The school truck stopped, which was normal in Pakistan. However, this time 

two men   16   masks hopped onto the truck. Within seconds, gunshots pierced 

the silence. Shortly after the shooting came the police and the ambulance crew. This 

was not a normal case anymore.  

The murder was aimed at Malala Yousafzai, an advocate of girls’ educational 

rights. Under the   17   of Taliban, girls in many Pakistani cities were not allowed 

to go to school. As one of the few to continue her education, Malala held the 

belief    18   no one could stop people from getting an education. In 2009, she 

started writing blogs for BBC about life in a society   19   by the Taliban. This 

irritated the Taliban, who later on  20  a threat to kill her. Malala’s shooting on 

October 9, 2012 shocked the world and yet it brought about positive changes to girls’ 

education.  21  , many were inspired by Malala and contributed to facility 

improvements in schools. Besides, over two million people signed a statement 

demanding educational rights. Furthermore, the Malala Fund was set up to help 

empower girls. The ripple effect spread and finally forced the Pakistani government 

to adopt a policy on educational rights for boys and girls   22  . Now as the 

youngest winner of Nobel Peace Prize, Malala likes to see every girl in school in her 

lifetime. 

 

16. (A) wore      (B) wear (C) wearing (D) worn 

17. (A) persuasion    (B) weapon      (C) principal      (D) rule 

18. (A) why    (B) which      (C) what (D) that 

19. (A) controlling   (B) was controlling   

(C) which controlled    (D) controlled  

20. (A) carried out   (B) called for     

(C) spoke out (D) blew up   

21. (A) In fact      (B) For instance   

(C) In other words   (D) Needless to say 

22. (A) like      (B) alike     (C) likewise      (D) likely 

 

23-29為題組 

The Walt Disney Company is one of the most famous enterprises in the 

world,    23    millions of people around the world with its creative and 

enchanting animations and theme parks.   24    entertainment, the company has 

often given the public a bright and positive message: Never give up   25   your 

dream. The founder of Disney, Walt Disney’s own road   26   success, is a great 

example of the never-give-up spirit.   27   facing a lot of failures, when he first 

founded his own animation studio, Disney didn’t lose faith.   28   he wanted to do 

was keep trying. And one day, his efforts really paid off when he created a joyful little 

character,   29   Mickey Mouse, which helped him build a kingdom and made 

Disney a household name.  

 

23. (A) entertained           (B) having entertained      

(C) being entertaining         (D) to entertain 

24. (A) Except for      (B) In addition to  

    (C) Instead of                (D) According to  

25. (A) to pursue      (B) pursue     (C) pursuing      (D) pursued 

26. (A) on           (B) to           (C) in           (D) upon 

27. (A) Instead of     (B) Despite        (C) With    (D) Regardless 

28. (A) Which      (B) That         (C) None        (D) All 

29. (A) calling      (B) to call        (C) called        (D) who calls 

 

30-36為題組 

After being homeschooled for five years, Auggie finally had to face real school 

life. It was truly hard for him with so many continuous stares and whispers. Some 

kids even purposefully avoided Auggie, thinking that ugliness was   30  . When his 

favorite Halloween was around the corner, Auggie felt excited and relieved because 

he could wear a mask   31   the other children. He was finally able to walk   32   

his head   32   high, not caring who saw him. However, Auggie overheard his 

good friend Jack telling another boy that he was only friends with Auggie because 

the principal asked him to do so. This made Auggie shocked and   33  . When Jack 

found out what had happened, he felt terrible.   34   was true that the principal 
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asked him to make friends with Auggie and that he had only pretended to be his 

friend at first. But he came to learn that Auggie was a cool person and so he really 

liked to hang out with him. Therefore, Jack apologized and it saved their 

friendship.    35  , they became even better friends than before. Gradually, many 

of Auggie’s classmates began to treat him better. On a camping trip, some older kids 

made fun of him. Others joined in and   36  . Fortunately, Auggie’s classmates 

came to defend him, which really touched his heart. From then on, Auggie began to 

feel a sense of belonging with his peers. 

 

30. (A) cruel  (B) contagious  (C) taboo   (D) rude 

31. (A) unlike  (B) disliking  (C) and just like (D) and be just like 

32. (A) and; held     (B) and; was holding  

(C) with; holding    (D) with; held 

33. (A) have butterflies in his stomach (B) on an empty stomach 

    (C) sick to his stomach   (D) apart from being sick 

34. (A) What  (B) All   (C) It    (D) That 

35. (A) At least (B) In fact   (C) Abruptly  (D) Surprisingly 

36. (A) called him names   (B) called his name   

(C) called by his name   (D) called his very first name 

 

三、文意選填 (21%) 請忽略大小寫且每個選項限用一次 

37-44為題組 

 

Note-taking is commonly considered the best way to help a learner gain new 

knowledge. Nonetheless, it disappoints learners when they find out the fact that 

precise and colorful notes do not lead to the satisfying exam results, which 

may,    37  , result in learned helplessness. In fact, an ideal note-taking method 

should always keep the learner    38    and help them understand what they are 

learning. If your notes cannot meet these needs, perhaps you should try the Cornell 

note-taking system. 

 The Cornell note-taking system divides a page of the notebook into three major 

parts. The Notes Section is a wide column on the right side for you to    39    

what the teacher said during the class. Meanwhile, you should restrict 

yourself    40    applying abbreviations, symbols, charts, and mind maps to 

highlight the essential ideas. The left narrow column is the Cue Section. Try to  41     

the contents of the prior column to simpler keywords here. After that, cover the 

Notes part, and challenge yourself to    42    as much information as you can 

based on the cues. Below the two columns is the Summary Section,   43   you can 

reorganize the main ideas of the two columns in your own words after a thorough 

reflection. Last but not least, you must arrange a regular review to prevent you  44     

forgetting. By making use of this note-taking system, your learning is expected to be 

more productive and successful. 

 

45-51為題組 

(A) poverty (B) located (C) wealth (D) demanding (E) exhausted 

(AB) landlocked (AC) challenged (AD) recovered (AE) artificial (BC) growth 

 

In the 19th century, bird poop, known as guano, was a major agricultural 

resource. It has a high nitrogen and nutrient content, so it is excellent for plant 

__45__. It was so important as a crop fertilizer that countries went to war over it! 

From the 1840s to the 1860s, Peru gained a lot of __46__ by exporting large amounts 

of guano found on the Chincha Islands, 21 kilometers off its coast. Up to 60 percent 

of Peru’s economy was based on guano. By 1870, Peru’s guano supply was almost 

__47__. New sources were needed. They were in luck, finding large amounts of 

guano in the Atacama Desert. There was plenty of this “white gold” there to keep 

them in business. But there was a problem. The desert was __48__ in Chile. That fact 

didn’t bother Peru and Bolivia, which was Peru’s ally. The two countries went to war 

with Chile to get the poop. 

 Chile had a superior army. It took control of the desert and the island’s guano 

deposits within six months. With the increased use of __49__ fertilizers in the 1920s, 

(A) to (B) focused (C) from (D) reduce (E) for 

(AB) record (AC) where (AD) recite (AE) in turn (BC) which 
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the need for guano as a fertilizer went down. This should have benefited Peru, but 

these new fertilizers were being produced by Chile with nitrates found in the 

Atacama Desert. This fact only made Peruvian wounds worse. To this day, Peru’s 

economy has still not __50__. What about Bolivia? They lost their entire coastline to 

Chile and became a(n) __51__ country. This is still a sore point between the countries 

even now. Many people in Bolivia think this land loss is the cause of their economic 

problems. 

 
四、閱讀測驗 (8%) 

If you have searched for effective productivity systems, chances are you have 

probably known a thing or two about bullet journals, also called Bujo by some. In 

short, it is a way to arrange information into bulleted lists. For the past few years, 

this trend has already become one of the hottest ways of taking notes and collecting 

your thoughts. Although some people regarded the Bujo system as just another 

productivity fad and predicted that it would fade soon, the truth is it didn’t and has 

won over the hearts of many users ever since. 

 Bullet journaling has brought note-taking back to the basics: a dotted notebook 

and a pen. That is, you can get rid of piles of sticky notes and there won’t be endless 

apps fighting for your attention. Getting started is easy. Below are a few quick steps. 

First, number the pages. All pages should be numbered in the lower-left corner, 

making items easier to find. Second, create a key. In the Bujo system, every item falls 

into Tasks, Events, or Notes, labelled with different icons. Short descriptions are 

needed for each entry, but the symbols make reviewing your notes a lot more 

efficient. Third, write an index. Leave a few blank pages at the beginning of your 

journal and make it into a table of contents. Just write down the topic names and 

their corresponding page numbers. In that way, you won’t need to thumb through 

the entire journal just for a piece of information. 

 Visit our website if you are interested in knowing a bit further. Though there are 

a few basic concepts and common notation symbols in the Bujo system, remember, 

how you use your journal is totally up to you. Feel free to be as creative or 

uncreative as you want. Give the Bujo a try and enjoy it! 

 

 

52. What is this passage mainly about? 

    (A) Why the Bujo system has become a fad. 

    (B) How to get started with the Bujo system. 

    (C) What the basic icons stand for in the Bujo. 

    (D) When the Bujo gained it popularity worldwide. 

 

53. Which of the following statements is NOT true? 

    (A) The trend of Bujo has lasted longer than many expected. 

    (B) Marking page numbers is one of the basic steps to start your Bujo. 

    (C) Post-it notes and apps are useful tools enhancing the Bujo system.   

    (D) Each Bujo item includes a short-formed sentence paired with a symbol. 

 

54. The word “thumb” in the second paragraph is closest in meaning to ________. 

    (A) flip  (B) create   (C) explain  (D) describe 

 

55. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage? 

    (A) Personal styles can be adopted in your own Bujo. 

    (B) Extra money should be paid to know more Bujo tips. 

    (C) Icons in the Bujo system can be developed into an index. 

    (D) The Bujo founder is strict about the content of the journals. 

 

第二部分：混合題  

五、素養題 (9%；請將答案寫在非選擇題答案紙上) 

A few hours before Greta Thunberg's speech at the UN, I watched my daughters, 

ages twenty-two and sixteen, step over the newspaper which had been delivered to 

our doorstep that morning. Did they not see it? Were they waiting for someone else 

to pick it up for them?  

Malala Yousafzai twitted and expressed outrage publicly when women's right to 

education was in question. Greta Thunberg, on the other hand, successfully captured 

the public's attention to the reduction of carbon footprint via the school strike for the 

worsening climate conditions. They care not about themselves but the whole world. 

Seeing their altruistic behaviors, instead of asking my kids to act like them, I started 
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to reflect on my childhood and parenting style.  

I worry about my children's lack of empathy more than their safety. When I look 

back on my youth, I used to be a self-centered person who took everything for 

granted. Over time, I realized the necessity that I should be responsible for my life. 

Therefore, even though the insignificance of my presence in the community upset 

me, I surely understood that only I could make my life worthwhile by doing 

something to make this world become a better one. It mattered to me what I did 

with my life, even if it made no difference to others.  

But now, looking at my two daughters sticking their eyeballs to smartphones 

and caring more about peers' attention rather than seeking ways to stand up in a 

society where women are hidden, I couldn't help but panic. Social media platforms 

are rife with meaningless photos and videos that influence my children much more 

than the world in front of their eyes. There seems no so-called effective way I can 

guide them.  

I try to keep every conversation open. We watch documentaries and TED talks, 

share relevant news clips together during daily chats. But on days like this, when I 

pick up the newspaper from the doorstep, I wonder if I am doing enough. Before 

going to bed, I sent them a video of Greta Thunberg's speech and restrained myself 

from writing the caption — look what your peers are doing and achieving! 

 

56. The "them" on which paragraph refers to different people? (1%) 

(A) first   (B) second   (C) fourth   (D) fifth 

 

57. Which of the following is the best title of this article? (2%) 

  (A) How I Successfully Helped My Daughters Get Rid of Social Media.  

(B) The Girls Who Stood Up for Education and Were Shot by the Taliban. 

(C) Greta, Malala, And My Two Daughters — A Reflection on My Parenting. 

(D) Making an Equal World — Parents of Greta and Malala Finally Met at the UN. 

 

58. Which of the following statements about the author is not true? (2%) 

(A) She regarded social media as a negative impact on her daughters' youth. 

(B) She sent a video to her daughters to raise their awareness about global issues.  

(C) She pondered on the ways she raised her daughters after learning Greta and 

Malala's acts. 

(D) She found it reasonable to be less empathetic because of the glass ceiling 

effect at workplace.  

 

59. Find an antonym of “altruistic” from paragraph three and write it down (1%) 

_______________ 

  ※Note that depart is the antonym of arrive, while fundamental is the synonym of basic. 

 

60. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals 

designed to be a "blueprint for achieving a better and more sustainable future for 

all." Please read the title of the eight selected goals and answer the questions: 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

   

Brandon and Rebecca are two students of PCSH who used to take everything for 

granted. In the past, Brandon always turned on the air conditioner during winter and 

seldom turned off the light whenever he left the room. However, after watching 

Greta Thunberg's speech at UN from the YouTube, he managed to make this world a 

better one.  

Rebecca, on the other hand, constantly fell asleep and swiped smartphone 

during class. After listening to Malala's speech on the podcast, she realized how 

precious it is for a girl like her to sit in the classroom and learn. Inspired by Malala, 

Rebecca dedicated herself to making this society much fairer.  
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Last week, the teacher of tenth grader's compulsory course asked the whole 

class to conduct a project about the SDGs. According to the descriptions above, 

which one of the SDGs should Brandon study more about? As for Rebecca, which 

two of the SDGs might be the ones that she is interested in?  

※ Please write down the number and the full name of each SDG on the answer sheet.  

 

 

 

 

 

I. Brandon: __________________ (1%)  

II. Rebecca:___________________ and _____________________ (2%)      

 

第三部分：非選擇題 

六、文意字彙與詞類變化 (16%) 

61. Spending a huge amount of time using one’s cellphone has become a great 

d      e in time management for students and adults.  

62. Slums and ghettos (貧民窟) are where poor people live in p     y.  

63. You can a     e your goal through honest hard work. 

64. Around twenty years ago, many schools f     de students to dye or curl their 

hair. Nowadays, these rules are old-fashioned and not in use anymore. 

65. To prevent the virus from infecting more students, patients have to wait till a full 

r      y from the flu before returning to school. 

66. Banqiao Senior High was e     hed in 1946, and this year should be its 74th 

birthday. 

67. When our school dog Hui Hui died, many students gathered at its burial spot and 

g     y wrote down their love and wishes. 

68. My father hates to be t     sed about his balding head. 

69. The award c     y took place at the City Hall. 

70. Writers usually have very individual writing t     es to make their works unique. 

71. The expanding use of programming software may make stock analysts more 

productive, allowing them to p     s more data in less time. 

72. Nowadays, English proficiency plays an important role in finding a job due to the 

globalization and f     t contact among countries that speak different 

languages. 

73. The president issued a letter of ______ (apologize) to his countrymen for his 

inadequate support of the relief effort following the natural disaster. 

74. Sandy is a       (passion) animal lover, who volunteers at animal shelters on 

weekends. 

75. To become a       (persuade) speaker, you need to walk in your listeners’ 

shoes and respond to their needs. 

76. Noticing the funding might come from illegal resources, some members of the 

committee expressed       (reserve) about the proposal. 

 

七、翻譯 (9%) 

*引導式每格兩字，一字 0.5分，共 6格。 

77. 不知該如何融入這個新班級，Jerry無助地站在角落眼睛含淚。 

         how to          the new class, Jerry helplessly stood in the corner, 

with his eyes          tears. 

78. 對於想要事業成功的人來說，他們所必須做的就是認真看待每件事情，並且

立即行動。 

For people          succeed in their careers, all they need to do is         

seriously and          action.  

 

*整句式一句 3% 

79. 父母把小孩獨自留在車裡很危險。(It…) 
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